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The Social Justice 
Data Fair Tradition

“There is increasing evidence ... that case studies enable 
students to form meaningful connections with their 

mathematics and lead to greater learning.”
-Rethinking Schools

“To effectively judge the barrage of claims that flood our media, 
today’s critical thinkers and engaged citizens must be fluent in 

the language of data analysis.”
-Ancona School, Chicago

https://www.rethinkingschools.org/articles/a-social-justice-data-fair-questioning-the-world-through-math
https://anconaschool.org/social-justice-data-fair/


Investigating 
Disproportionate Impact

An Interactive Visualization Tool

https://www.gapminder.org/tools/


An Evolving Project

2016: Math

2017: Math + ELA + Science

2018: Math + ELA + Social Studies

2019: Math + ELA + Social Studies + Science + Social Justice



An Evolving Project

2019: Math + ELA + Social Studies + Science + Social Justice

Raw Data Analysis + Data Interpretation + Argumentation + 
Infographic Creation + Case Studies of Organizations + 

Designing Solutions + Healing Justice Reflection



Some Cool Results

Time and space to propose solutions has enriched students’ 
motivation for posing the problems.

With collaboration, we have been able to support students 
develop some interesting arguments about disproportion.



Evidence #3

I made this chart to show the disproportion 

between the amount of gamers that are female, 

which is about 40% of all gamers, but how there 

are only 22% of women working in the entire 

gaming industry. I take away from this chart a 

possible reasoning for having so much 

underrepresentation towards women: There 

aren’t many women making the games that 

people buy. The industry itself is dominated by 

men, so it is no wonder that many games don’t 

include women.

Sources:http://www.forbes.com/sites/insertcoin

/2014/06/25/female-game-developers-have-

doubled-since-2009-men-still-dominate-

industry/#7baeddf65db8

http://videogames.procon.org/files/genderdem

o.jpg

Emma, 2016

http://www.forbes.com/sites/insertcoin/2014/06/25/female-game-developers-have-doubled-since-2009-men-still-dominate-industry/
http://videogames.procon.org/files/genderdemo.jpg


Your pay may have to do with your identity.
According to www.weforum.org, If a white man made $55,000, or, 1 whole dollar, Asian 
women would make on average,  84% per  $1, which would add up to $46,000. White 
women would make 75% for every $1, which would add up to $41,000. Black women would 
make 60% for every $1, which would add up to $33,000 and Latina women would make 55% 
for every $1, which would add up to $30,000. In other words, Asian women make $0.84 per 
dollar, White women make $0.75 per dollar, Black women make $0.60 per dollar, and Latina 
women make $0.55 per dollar. This data means that race can also impact income as well as 
gender. It also shows that not getting 100% of your dollar can add up to a lot of 
money lost.  

Further data to prove my argument shows that women are almost equal in population with 
men in the workplace, with 53.1% of the population being men, and 46.9% of the 
population being women. 

In other words, women are almost equal to men in population, but the pay they get is 
not. 

Melaya, 2019

http://www.weforum.org


7th Graders Drop Some 
Knowledge

★ Unemployment	and	hiring	rates	show	that	American	companies	mostly	have	unfair	
hiring	practices	on	the	basis	of	race	and	gender.

★ There	are	multiple	reasons	for	the	large	pay	gap	between	the	NBA	and	WNBA.

★ The	juvenile	system's	disproportionality,	harsh	detainment	and	lack	of	
effectiveness	to	correct	behavior	patterns	of	delinquents	are	negatively	impacting	
youth	mentally	and	physically.	

★ Students,	mostly	of	color	and	female,	are	targeted	more	by	dress	codes,	and	girls	
are	sent	a	message	that	their	bodies	need	to	be	covered	to	not	distract	boys.

★ Bullying	is	an	epidemic	for	those	who	don't	fit	the	norms	of	society.

★ Body	discomfort	and	weight	concerns	have	become	a	problem	as	the	standards	for	
"average"	have	impacted	our	society.



My Context Matters

80 students in the grade.

Students rotate classes in cohorts.

I’m the only 7th grade math teacher.

My team gets together routinely for grade-level meetings.



My Context Matters, But...

This kind of project can be scaled up and down.

This can be a data collection, analysis, interpretation, or 
visualization project. It doesn’t have to be everything.

Colleagues can support around language (for claim-making, for 
example), even if they can’t join in the project.

One common project, even among two colleagues, can open 
doors to collaboration.



Thanks!

Check Out:

Gapminder Visualizations

The Counted Visualizations

Big Ol’ Google Folder

tfw you’re done presenting

https://www.gapminder.org/tools/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/ng-interactive/2015/jun/01/the-counted-police-killings-us-database
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ApAAsqPEpN_ySScMJlmiCK4NixNsiOAE?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ApAAsqPEpN_ySScMJlmiCK4NixNsiOAE?usp=sharing

